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朱文公文集 勸學文…..朱子 



Because……  

That’s something I can do better than other branch of science…. 

That’s my major anyway, I have to…. 

That’s why I am here at PP as a professor…. simply my job !  

I am not quite sure if I truly love physics but I feel like I have to…. 



• Why 2D rather than 3D physics ?  

- Unique 2D properties (atomic structures, electronic/ magnetic/vibrational properties 
(H/W(001), Mo(001), Li/Mo(110), Graphene, G-TI, 2D TMC….) 

- A pathway to understand 3D crystals; Crystal growth 

- Artificial formation and control of properties of atomic structures on surfaces  
        [0D (atom), 1D (atomic chains), 2D (overlayer), and 3D (clusters)] 

- A wide spectrum of industrial applications….Nano-devices (flexible display G>ITO), energy storage  
(G as anode for supercapacitor), composite materials (MgB2 with Mg/G/B2/G to enhance 2D superconductivity),  
Ultrafiltration (all but water passes thr), Medical applications (Drug delivery, Toxic G)…. 



Experimental Probes 

- 2D Atomic Structures : Grazing-incidence of x-ray diffraction (GIX) 
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 59(19), 2192 (1987)  

The CIT is not a solid-solid but a lattice gas melting transition  
 with a fluid-like domain walls. 

H/W(001)  (1/2, K) 

LEED 



Experimental Probes  

- 2D Electronic properties : E(k||) by Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) 
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Li/W(110); Spin-orbit split surface bands 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 4066 (1999) 

A probe to detect surface potential gradient  



Experimental Probes   

- Local atomic bonding structures on surfaces ; Electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (HREELS)  

Energy exchange mechanisms through 
interacting with local vibrations, phonons, 
plasmons, and inter- or intra-band transitions,  

Ep (incident electron beam energy ): 5~15 eV, - 
Optimum energy resolution – 19meV,  Half-
acceptance angle of the detector - 2° 

ω±= nEE fi

Phys. Rev. B 83, 161403(R) (2011) SLG has a 
unique interband π-plasmon distinct from 2D 
normal metals 



Representative works done by SNPL heros 
J. Appl. Phys. 69(5), 3354 
(1991)  백두현 Atomic 
scale silicon oxide layer is 
formed with properties quite 
similar to those of thermally 
prepared oxide layer.  [Phys. 
Rev. B47, 8461(1993), Phys. Rev. B49, 
2651 (1994), Appl. Phys. A59, 445 
(1994)+2] 

Phys. Rev. B47, 13594(1993)   
신광수  The T-induced 
(1x1) c(2.2x2.2)  phase 
transition is an disorder-order 
rather than order-order 
transition. [Appl. Phys. A60, 
35(1995), Surf. Sci. Lett. 385, L978 
(1997) +2] 



Representative works done by SNPL heros  
Appl. Phys. A, 65(6), 597 
(1997) 김창용  The li-
adsorbed Si(001) has two 
ordered domains of (2x1) and 
(2x2) with asymmetric dimers 
as basic building blocks with 
Li sitting at up Si atoms. [Surf. 
Sci., 324, 8(1995)+7] 

Phys. Rev. B55(19), 12906 
(1997) 이기동  AM-
induced metal-semiconductor 
transition is seen on the AM-
adsorbed Si(001) surface, 
where metallic phase is 
identified by the presence of a 
surface plasmon loss peak. 
[Phys. Rev. B55(19), 12906(1997) , 
Phys. Rev. B57(3), R2053(1998) , Surf. 
Sci. Lett. 366, L709 (1996) , J. Korean 
Phys. Soc., 30(2), 248(1997) +5] 



Representative works done by SNPL heros  
Surf. Sci. Lett, 430/1-3, 515 
(1999) 김형우  The 
adsorption of Li and K  on 
W(001)  induces substrate 
reconstruction with the 
adsorbates sitting on the 
bridge sites. [J. Korean Phys. Soc., 
35, S534 (1999)+3] 

김형우: 미국 

Phys. Rev. Lett., 84(8), 1748 (2000) 
안종렬  We report evidence of a 
disorder-driven Mott-Hubbard-
type localization on the alkali-
earth metal (AEM) (Mg,Ba)-
adsorbed Si111-7x7 surface.  [Solid 
State Commun., 113(2), 83 (2000), Applied 
Physics A, 74(2), 299 (2002) , 
Europhys.Lett.,57 (6), 859 (2002), Surf. Sci. 
Lett., 516(3), 529 (2002),+4] 



Representative works done by SNPL heros  
Phys. Rev. Lett., 88(19), 
196401-1 (2002) 이성삼  
We find that foreign 
adsorbates acting as local 
impurities can induce a metal-
insulator transition by 
pinning a charge-density 
wave (CDW) on the quasi-1D 
metallic InSi111-4x1 chain 
system. [Phys. Rev. B, 66, 115317 
(2002), Phys. Rev. B, 66, 233312 (2002), 
Surf. Sci. 531, L357 (2003),+2] 

Phys. Rev. B, 69, 195311 (2004) 
김남동  We report on the 
atomic arrangement of a 
thallium-induced 1x1 phase on 
a Si(111) surface determined by 
utilizing synchrotron x-ray 
scattering. [Phys. Rev. B, 72(23), 
035338 (2005), Appl. Phys. A 91, 53 
(2008), Surf. Sci., 602(1) 369 (2008), Appl. 
Phys. A 91, 53 (2008) +11] 



Representative works done by SNPL heros  

Phys. Rev. B, 79, 115439 (2009) 황춘규  
Stability of graphene band structures against an 
external periodic perturbation: Na on graphene. 
[New J. Phys., 9, 249 (2007), Appl. Phys. A 89(2) 431 (2007), 
Journal of Physics: 61, 454 (2007), New J. Phys. 10, 053013 
(2008), Surface Science 602, 2300 (2008)+12] 

황춘규: 부산대 

Phys. Rev. B 77, 115324 (2008) 이한구 10 We have investigated 
adsorption of acetic acid on Si100-21 at RT using high-resolution 
photoemission spectroscopy and near edge x-ray adsorption fine 
structure (NEXAFS) measurements in the partial electron yield mode. 
[Phys. Chem C, 115, 17856 (2011), Surf. Sci., 602, 914 (2008), Journal of Electron Spectroscopy 
and Related Phenomena, 164(1-3), 44 (2008)] 



Representative works done by SNPL heros  
Phys. Rev. B., 80, 033412 (2009) 김효상  
We have studied temperature dependence of 
the two proximal bands, S1 and S2, from the 
one-dimensional 1D Au/Si(557) system using 
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy 
with synchrotron photons. We thus exclude the 
presence of a Peierls-type metal-insulator 
transition claimed earlier.  [ChemPhysChem, 10, 
1270 (2009), +5] 

Phys. Rev. B 83, 161403(R) (2011) 
신선영  Observation of 
intrinsic intraband π-plasmon 
excitation of a single-layer 
graphene. We report the energy-
momentum dispersion ω(q) of a 
low-energy intraband π plasmon 
arising from Dirac fermions in the 
conduction band of a single-layer 
graphene, not complicated by 
couplings with other excitations.   
[APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS 99, 082110 
(2011)+10] 



Representative works done by SNPL heros  
Nanoscale 6, 3824 (2014)  
성시진  Spin-induced 
band modifications of 
graphene through 
intercalation of magnetic 
iron atoms identified by 
the presence of a surface 
plasmon loss peak. [Appl. 
Phys. Lett. 105, 081605 (2014), 
RSC Advances, 6, 9106 (2016)+1] 

J. Math. Phys. 53, 122108 
(2012) 최성수 We study 
the dependence between 
prime numbers and the real 
and imaginary parts 
of the nontrivial zeros of the 
Riemann zeta function. [+1] 



Representative works done by SNPL heros  
Chemical Physics Letters 510 
(2011) 234–236 강세준  
Surface-chemistry sensitive 
spectral features of In–Ga–Zn–
O thin film: Cleaned, air-
passivated, and sputter-phase-
separated surfaces . [Thin Solid 
Films 570 (2014) 96–100, Current Applied 
Physics 14 (2014) S53eS56, J Inorg 
Organomet Polym DOI 10.1007/s10904-
013-9912-z, Journal of Solid State Science 
and Technology, 2 (9) Q192-Q194 
(2013)+5] 

ACS Nano, 9(11), 10861 (2015)  
이팽로  We report that the π-
electrons of graphene can be spin-
polarized to create a phase with a 
significant spin-orbit gap at the 
Dirac point (DP) using a graphene-
interfaced topological insulator 
hybrid material. [J. Phys.: Condens. 
Matter, 28, 85002 (2016) +9] 



Representative works done by SNPL heros  
RSC Advances, 6, 114219 (2016) 김진걸 
 A band gap as large as Eg≤ 0.50 eV 
opened when the Ce-adsorbed graphene 
was cooled to 41 K after a brief annealing 
at a temperature Ta of 1200 C. As the 
temperature of this sample was then 
increased to room temperature, the size of 
the band gap decreased gradually to an Eg 
of 0.36 eV, indicative of a temperature-
dependent structural and/or spin-ordering 
phase transition.  [APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS 
108, 181605 (2016)+9] 

Nanotechnology 27, 31LT03 (2016) 류민태 
 Band gap engineering for single-layer 
graphene by using slow Li+ ions. We find the 
opening of a sizable and tunable band gap up 
to 0.85 eV, which depends on the Li+ ion dose 
as well as the following thermal treatment, 
and is the largest band gap in the π-band of 
SLG by any means reported so far.  
[Nanotechnology 27, 485704 (2016) +9] 



Representative works done by SNPL heros  

RSC Advances, 6, 84959 (2016)  
박희민 19  Band and bonding 
characteristics of N2+ ion-doped 
graphene. With increasing Ek, we 
find a phase transformation of the 
N–C bonding structures from a 
graphitic phase where nitrogen 
substitutes carbon to a pyridinic 
phase where nitrogen loses one of 
its bonding arms, with a critical 
energy Ec~100 eV that separates 
the two phases.  [APPLIED PHYSICS 
LETTERS 109, 193104 (2016) +9] 



Fun memories with SNPL members including 10 masters  



Slightly more for representative 2D materials…. 



- Chiral QHE for SLG, Anomalous QHE for BLG with missing conductivity for N=0 

SLG BLG 

For SLG,  For BLG,  

SLG  

BLG  

[Nature Mater. 6, 183 (2007) ] 

- Formation and control of band gap by using AM ions Na+/SLG 

Li+/SLG K+/SLG Ce/SLG 



Slightly more for representative 2D materials….2D Transition metal                 
                                                                                                               dichalcogenides (TMDs) 

MoS2  
monolayer 

MoS2 
Bulk 
MoS2 

4-layer 
MoS2 

2-layer 
MoS2 

[Nano Lett. 10, 1271-1275 (2010)] 

1.2 eV 1.9 eV 

Control of band gap by K+ -induced Stark effect  

 Calculations done by S.H.Lee (Prof. Jhi) 





Course Teachings ; General Physics, Modern Physics, Thermal Physics, Solid State Physics,  
Special topics in solid state physics, Advanced Topics in  Surface and Nanomaterials Physics, ….. 

Research Activities ; Structural and electronic properties of  various surfaces and 2D  
Nanomaterials (metal/semiconducting surfaces, graphene, graphene-TI interfaces, 2D TMD 

Research Products ; 19 ph d’s, 10 masters, 2 patents…. 

Extra Activities ; Mentoring, Bible Teaching, & Serving christian people (domestic and foreign)…   

Publications ; 96 SCI papers (8 PRLs, 2 ACS Nano’s, 1 NanoScale…) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A brief summary of my days at postech  

1987.05 

2016.02 



미리 Merry Christmas !!  

The only tip I wish to share with you to make your days at Postech 
joyful is……….                                                      …..   ‘love one another’  

May God bless you all to do so in His abundant love and grace !!  

Thank you so much all of you.  

One last quiz…..for your final exam.     

What is the shortest sentence composed of four different tongues,  
                                                                             which anyone may immediately recognize?  
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